
Mathematics
Class'X
Session:2021'22
Pre-Board Maximum Marks: 40

Time Allored: 2 hours
General lnstructions: .^-.:^-- .n,i.re.r into 3 sections A, B, C.

;H";;;d;;per consists of 14 questions divided into 3 sec

2 All ouestions are comPulsofl 
st.ons of 2 marks eac5. l6gssnsl choice has been provided in two

3. Seciion A comprises of 6 quel

questions. 
ttions of 3 marks each. Intemal choice has been provided in one

4. Section B comprises of 4quel

ouestion. _^,r.- a..h an intemal choice has been provided in one

l]!i"i"" 
" 

comprises of 4 questions of 4 marks each An inten

;;il;. i, *ffis two case st{vjfisif,ouestions'

Q1 Check whether 304 is a term of the A'P 5,Ll'L7 '23"""'
OR

The 17th term of

Q2 Find the roots
an AP exceeds its 10th term

of the quadratic equation

bv
3x2

7. Find the common difference'

+5V5x-10=0

Q3 Prove that the line segment ioininB the Points of contact of two Parallel tangents Passes

Q4 A sPherical glass vessel has a cY lindrical neck 8cm long, 2cm in diameter, the diameter of
through the centre'

spherica I part is 8.5cm. find the amo unt of water it can hold, taking the above as inside

measure

Q5 The distribution bel
ments(TI=3.14

l* gir". ttt" *"ights of 30 students of a class' Find the mean weight

of the students

Q5 Solve for x: 9x2-3(a+b)x+ab=0
OR

Solve for x: V(6x+7) - (2x-7)=0
section- B

Q7 The table below sh ows the salaries (in thousand Rs. of 280 rsonS:

Calculate the

Q8 Construct

median
a pair of

ialary of the data.

ir"rl*i" ,.,tcle of radius 4 cm' which are inclined to each other at

an angle of 90"

Q9 Find the value of f from the followin data if its mode is 65

70-756s-7060-6555-6050-5s45-5040-45Weight(in
z366832No. of

students

Salary (in

Thousand
Rs.

5-10 15-20 20-25 25-30

6

30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50

7 4 2 L

No. of
er50n5

49 133 53 15

Class 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80
5

FrequencY 6 a f L2 5

10-15

80-100 100-120



Q10 There are two poles, one each on either bank of a river just opposite to each other. one

pole is 50m high. From the top of this pole, the angles of depression of the top and foot of

the other pole are 30" and 50" respectively. Find the width ofthe river and hei8ht ofthe
other pole. 

OR

The angle of elevation of an aeroplane from a point A on the ground is 60'. After a flight of
30 seconds, the angle of elevation changes to 30". lf the aeroplane is flying at a constant

height of 30OOV3m, find the speed of the aeroplane in km/hr'
Section-C

Q11 Water running in a cylindrical pipe of inner diameter 7 cm is collected in a container at

the rate of 192.5 litres per minute. Find the rate of flow of water in the pipe in km/hr (Use

Tl=22ltl
Q12 Prove that the opposite sides of a quadrilateral circumscribing a circle subtend

supplementary angles at the centre of the circle.
OR

pQ is a chord of length 8 cm of a circle of radius 5 cm. The tanSents at P and Q intersect at

a point T. Find the length TP.

CASE STUDY-I

Trigonometry in the form of triangulation forms the basis of navigation, whether it is by

land, sea or air. GPS a radio navigation system helps to locate our position on earth with the

help of satellites.

The satellite image of a certain Mountain is shown below'

Theangleofelevationofthetopofahillfromthefootofatoweris60"4ndtheangleof
elevation of the top of the tower with height loom from the foot of the hill is 30"'

(i)Makealabelledfigureonthebasisofthegiveninformationandcalculatethe
horizontal distance between hill and tower'

(ii) Find the distance from foot of tower to the top of hill'
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CASE STUDY.2

ln our daily life, we often come across many things which follow a definite pattern or

sequence. Arrangement of leaves on the stem of a tree or the arrangement of grains

on a cob of maize and the pattern of individual cells on a honeycomb are a few

examples of patterns in nature. A peacock's feathers are in the sequence such that

the number of leafs in a feather are 3 more than the preceding feather. First feather

contain 2 leafs. Keeping the above situation in mind answer the following questions.

(i) Form an A.P. representing the number of leafs on a feather and hence, find the

number of leafs in 5th feather.

(ii) Find the total number of leafs if there are 8 feathers.
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